


HOW TO REACH US: 

By airplane 

From Marco Polo airport of Venice 

Alilaguna orange line (about 1 hour, cost € 15), shuttle waterbus service is the easiest 
way to reach us. Directly from the airport you will arrive at the Rialto stop, a few 
minutes walk from our residence For timetables and tickets visit 
http://www.alilaguna.it/ or buy them directly at the airport. When on the waterbus, ask 
for the Rialto stop, one of the most important stops of the Grand Canal (near the Rialto 
Bridge). Our residence is only 5 minutes walk from there. We will guide you step by 
step but if you need any help just phone us!  

FROM THE RIALTO STOP YOU CAN EASILY REACH THE RESIDENCE 
SCALON DEL DOGE!!! Our residence is only 4 minutes walk (300 metres)  

When you get off at the Rialto stop, turn immediately left and walk towards the Rialto 
Bridge, go up few small steps but DO NOT CROSS THE RIALTO BRIDGE (we are 
on the same side as the stop). When you can see the famous Hard Rock Café on your 
right, turn immediately right towards some souvenir stalls, on your left there is the 
bureau de change CHANGE at the corner turn left. You are now in Campo San 
Bartolomeo, a square with a sculpture in the centre (representing the well-known 
comedy-writer Goldoni). Now simply go towards this sculpture and go straight on 
towards the clothes shop Luisa Spagnoli and the famous shopping store Fondaco dei 
Tedeschi. Cross a bridge (ponte dell’Ogio), where there is the shop SEPHORA. 
Remember! This is the ONLY BRIDGE you need to cross in order to reach us! You 
are now in Salizada San Grisostomo, go straight on, on your right you will see the 
Ballarin bakery and SUSO ice cream. When you arrive at the pink façade of the church 
of San Giovanni Grisostomo near some souvenir stalls, you will see on your left the 
sign of BURGER KING. Turn immediately left at the corner of the Burger King into a 
narrow street (calle del Scaleter Stua) between the fast food and a coffee bar. The 
entrance of our residence overlooks the Grand Canal! Go straight on in the passageway 
(sottoportico) and you will arrive in Campiello del Remer, a typical small square on 
the Grand Canal. Here you will find the residence Scalon del Doge at the top of an 
ancient Gothic staircase! 

IF you choose the comfort of a WATER TAXI, from the airport ask to get off directly 
at OUR LANDING PLACE IN CAMPIELLO DEL REMER, Cannaregio on the Grand 
Canal near the Rialto Bridge! The landing place for the taxi is just in front of our 
entrance! You will find the residence Scalon del Doge at the top of an ancient Gothic 
staircase!  



IF you choose to reach us by BUS+WATERBUS (public ferry service). You will find 
the bus number 5 just outside the airport and when you arrive in Piazzale Roma (the 
terminal for cars and buses), just take the waterbus n 2. Ask to get off at the Rialto 
Stop, one of the most important stops on the Grand Canal. See above for further 
directions « FROM THE RIALTO STOP » to our residence. 

From Canova Airport of Treviso 

A bus service links the airport of Treviso to Venice Piazzale Roma. When you arrive 
in Piazzale Roma (terminal for cars and buses), just take the waterbus n 2. Ask to get 
off at the Rialto Stop, one of the most important stops on the Grand Canal. See above 
for further directions « FROM THE RIALTO STOP » to our residence. 

BY CAR  

Venice can be reached by car via the A4 motoway. When you arrive at the tol booth, 
just follow the directions towards Venice and Piazzale Roma (the terminal for cars and 
buses in Venice. Please note that Venice is a completely pedestrian area so you need 
to park your car in one of the garages available. Now just take the waterbus n 2. Ask 
to get off at the Rialto Stop, one of the most important stops on the Grand Canal. See 
above for further directions « FROM THE RIALTO STOP » to our residence. 

BY TRAIN  

FROM THE RAILWAY STATION SANTA LUCIA, you have two possibilities: the 
WATER TAXI so you can get off directly in OUR LANDING PLACE IN 
CAMPIELLO DEL REMER, Cannaregio on the Grand Canal near the Rialto Bridge! 
The landing place for the taxi is just in front of our entrance! You will find the residence 
Scalon del Doge at the top of an ancient Gothic staircase! 

Or you can choose the WATERBUS (public water service) line number 2 Ask to get 
off at Rialto Stop, one of the most important stops on the Grand Canal. See above 
for further directions « FROM THE RIALTO STOP » to our residence. 

 

 

 

 

 


